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SOFTWARE SKILLS

I am an ambitious designer with a background in construction management. I have always enjoyed
the form and aesthetics of different things. My grandfather gave me my first knife when I was just a
1-year-old to endorse creativity and good craftsmanship in life. So by his example and advice I’ve been
creating things by hand since I could walk. My greatest interests are in product and glass design.

3D -modeling 		

Fusion 360, Rhinoceros, Grasshopper (Rhino plugin), Archicad, Autocad

Rendering		

Keyshot, Fusion 360

Adobe -softwares

Illustrator, Indesign, Photoshop, Premiere

Game-engine 		

Unity (Virtual Reality)

Microsoft Office 		

Word, Excel, Powerpoint

MELT

DESIGN LIGHTING
2015

MELT design lighting is made of mouth-blown glass that creates an illusion of a melting
ice block. The unique shapes of the lamps are made with free blowing technique where
the bubble is blown over a graphite block. The hollow brick-shape is finished with sand
blasting and becomes the characterizing element of the product.
As there is water added into the lamp, it can also be used as a vase or the water can be
colorized to make different variations of the clear glass lamp. The water inside the lamp
also reflects the light beautifully on the table and makes it more alive.
MELT is manufactured in Riihimäki and sold through my own brand JUKKA JOKINEN
DESIGN at jukkajokinen.com.

ORBIT

GLASS PRODUCTS
2018

1st prize
Glass Design Competition “House
		
of 2018 Glass” by Glassmanufak		
		
tur Harzkristall & Gerhard Bürger 		
		Foundation, Germany

Jukka Jokinen & Heikki Konu

Orbit is a holistic glass product family for home decoration. The base shape of each
product is a cylinder which is modified to achieve different forms. The variety of objects all
come from the same mold.

One mold.
Countless objects.

The new kind of glass blowing mold can be used to produce unlimited amount of
different designs. The desired shape can be made by stacking modular pieces on
top of each other in the mold.

MEEKO

SCOOTER CONCEPT
2018

Foldable electric scooter concept for Meeko.
My proposal for the new Meeko scooter has a very minimalistic style. All the unnecessary
elements have been left out of the design and the remaining are aesthetically as simple as
possible. So simply put, “form follows function”.
The rotative folding system allows the two main frames to be almost identical. The scooter
folds simply by turning the steering stem 180° and tilting it then down. The round plates
around the hinge prevent the stem from folding down while driving. The wooden board and
the handle bars have also hinges so the scooter folds in a very compact size. The battery
and control unit with all the electricity is hidden inside the pipe structure.

DECK

BATHROOM FLOOR CONCEPT
2016

Uponor collaboration project for new bathroom solutions.
DECK is a new revolutionary structure for bathroom floors. Underneath the surfacestructure it holds the leveling metal frames and the plumbing that are built on the
waterproofed stoneboard and the inclined bottom frames. DECK also enables the use of
new materials like wood on bathroom floor thanks to the ventilated floor structure.
Instead of jackhammering, mixing concrete and waiting for it to dry the bathroom can be
built by fewer resources in much shorter time. DECK can also be easily modified because
of the easy access to the plumbing and other structures.

Inspiration images for intended use of DECK

SUBVOYAGE
CRUISE CONCEPT
2017

Jukka Jokinen, Heikki Konu & Janne Pärssinen

Subvoyage is a new kind of semi-sub cruise ship. It enables passengers to experience
worlds both above and under the sea. Up to 200 customers can enjoy the underwater
cruise with exclusive comforts. Underwater life can be sighted for the whole duration of the
cruise on the mothership and with different types of submersible vessels.

BUBBLE

COGNAC GLASS
2015

The idea of the shape came from a bubble under water rising towards the surface. The
upper part of the glass is mould-blown and the solid glass-stand is attached in hot work.
The mould for the upper part was carved from wood with CNC.
BUBBLE glasses are manufactured in Riihimäki and sold through my own brand JUKKA
JOKINEN DESIGN at jukkajokinen.com.

BA. THESIS
VIRTUAL REALITY AND VISUALIZATIONS
2017

I did my bachelor’s thesis for YIT which is the largest construction company in Finland and
is selling around 3 000 apartments per year in Finland. The aim was to find different ways
how virtual reality could improve customer experience in the apartment sales process.

POPPARI

USER INSPIRED SERVICE CONCEPT
2017

Lara Jasim, Jukka Jokinen, Anna-Sofia Juntunen & Eleanor Xinyue Du

Poppari is a service design concept where residents can develop their own neighbourhood
with additional pop-up services.
The idea behind the Poppari -concept is that after a housing company has chosen to
use the service, every resident of the housing company has a chance to create their own
suggestion for it. In an online service all the residents can give their votes to someone
else’s suggestion or build up their own idea.
Building a new idea is done simply by selecting the main theme for the Poppari -service
such as sauna, greenhouse, kiosk or art wall. They can choose additional objects like
benches and greenery to make Poppari more attractive and comfortable.
After the suggestion is ready, it’s uploaded to the online service where other residents of
the same housing company can vote for the best idea. The board of the housing company
confirms the final decision and the selected Poppari -service can be ordered!

SUUNTO

PACKAGE DESIGN CONCEPT
2015

Jukka Jokinen, Janne Pärssinen & Annika Silvennoinen

Pakage design project for Suunto. The aim was to design a package that represents the
company’s brand identity ”From the highest mountains to the deepest
oceans”. The idea of the package is that it works not only for transportation but also as a
gift box.

HVNK PNKRCK
GRAPHIC DESIGN
2018

Graphic design for a punk-rock festival in Hyvinkää, Finland. Graphics for different
purposes like street posters, social media & online ticket store.

GW-logo

GRAPHIC DESIGN
2017

GW is graphic design for SKANSKA that is one of the biggest construction companies
in the Nordic. GW is short from one of their projects “Gustaf Wilhelm” which is located in
Sompasaari, Helsinki. Gustaf Wilhelm is a housing project of 189 apartments and a parking
area. The 38M € contract was ordered by Helsinki Housing Production Department ATT.
I was ordered to design a local site logo that can be used in several occasions. For
example after given the admittance to the construction site, workers can attach the GWlogo as a sticker on their helmets. The logo resembles the silhouette of Helsinki as seen
from the site in Sompasaari.

Skanska colors

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
MY PREVIOUS PROFESSION
2012-2016

I have a background in construction field. My previous degree from Metropolia University of
Applied sciences and job at YIT were in construction management.
I worked in several projects in Helsinki and Vantaa, Finland. My main tasks as a
construction manager were quality and safety supervision, scheduling and organizing
different construction tasks and cost control.
My latest task in 2016 was to supervise the concrete element installation of a high-rise
housing project in Lauttasaari, Helsinki.

